
Secure Single  
Sign-On
Give your users secure and convenient application access 
with Duo cloud-based single sign-on (SSO).

T H E  C H A L L E N G E :

Too Many 
Passwords
Today’s workforce uses a lot of applications. 

The average employee has access to 

35 unique apps, and some organizations 

manage hundreds. The movement to 

cloud-based applications can increase 

organizational agility and lower costs, but 

it can also result in a lot of usernames 

and passwords, which can be frustrating 

for employees and taxing on support.

Securing your applications while streamlining 

your users’ daily login workflow can be 

challenging. Luckily, Duo can both secure 

your applications and make them accessible 

with just a single username and password.

Duo SSO improves application security and  
boosts user productivity.
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T H E  S O L U T I O N :

Streamline Access With Duo SSO

Duo cloud-based SSO with Duo Central makes life easier for admin and users: 

01
Simple

We designed our SSO to make users’ lives 

easier and to make it a snap for admins 

to set up and manage. Setup is intuitive 

and applications can be added in minutes. 

The management of SSO and multi-factor 

authentication (MFA) for your applications 

is streamlined, cloud-based and hosted 

by Duo – freeing up IT resources. SSO 

means fewer passwords and fewer calls 

to your helpdesk for password resets. 

02
Secure

Since cloud applications can be accessed 

from anywhere, Duo’s MFA verifies 

the identity of users when they login 

with SSO. You can also make sure that 

devices are secure and trusted. You can 

set stronger requirements to establish 

trust depending on the application. For 

instance, you may only allow access to 

sales data from corporate-managed and 

up-to-date devices, but allow access to 

messaging apps from personal devices.

03
Access

Duo SSO includes Duo Central – a 

single location for users to access all 

of their applications and more. Hosted 

by Duo, users log in just once to access 

SSO-enabled and bookmarked applications. 

It can integrate with the Duo Network 

Gateway to extend SSO to home-

grown and on-premises applications. 

“
Using Duo has added a seamless 
and consistent user experience 
for all of our SAML SSO cloud 
apps and our Pulse VPN.”

Danny Floyd
Head of Information Security 
LSQ Funding Group

Secure Single Sign-On

Experience advanced two-factor 
authentication, endpoint visibility, 
custom user policies & more 
with your free 30-day trial.

Try it today at duo.com.


